ACTION!

Your shoot in Brussels

THE SHEDS
Unique in the world – a masterpiece of
civil engineering and technical know-how

SPACE-TIME CONTINUUM
You have a filming project in mind, but everything –
location, cutting, timing – must be perfect! Be it for a 30-second
commercial, a feature film, a video, or photo shoots,
Tour & Taxis with its exceptional locations will help you put
everything in the can.

GARE MARITIME
The former freight railway station –
a vast space, faithfully restored

FLASHBACK
Tour & Taxis is intrinsically linked to its
history. Built between 1902 and 1907, this vast
industrial site in Brussels was home to one
of the first multimodal freight transportation
systems in the world integrating water, road,
and rail. The restoration reflects its industrial
origins in the innovative use of wood, glass,
and metal.

HÔTEL DES DOUANES
The former customs house where
company representatives w customs
formalities

ENTREPÔT ROYAL
This imposing former royal warehouse
was used for long-term storage

DEPTH OF FIELD
Industrial heritage, metal girders, and other exceptional spaces –
Tour & Taxis in Brussels is not only a unique filming location but
also offers a nuanced palette of possibilities to ensure the success
of your filming project.

MAISON DE LA POSTE
The 15 rooms of the former railway station’s postal
services and administration building have been
redefined by renowned architects.

THE SHEDS
A glass roof and self-supporting metal framework

DAY LOCATION
The Tour & Taxis site of over 70 acres is
imbued with an inimitable atmosphere:
The Sheds, Gare Maritime, Maison de la
Poste, Entrepôt Royal, Bâtiment des Produits
Dangereux , Hôtel des Douanes, Quai aux
Poissons, and Place de la Musique have as
many interior as exterior spaces, where your
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stories will realise their full potential.

ENTREPÔT ROYAL

QUAI AUX POISSONS
Formerly an unloading dock,
this a banana-shaped
construction, has been
reroofed with natural zinc

STORY LOCATION
Period movies, drone sequence shots in the heart of a crowd,
shot/reverse shot, photo shoots of future, high-end collections,
or settings for news stories – so roll out the story of your choice!

SALLE DES GUICHETS | MAISON DE LA POSTE
A dozen or so meeting rooms, and tastefully decorated
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lounges, terraces, and cinema occupy the upper floors

ENTREPÔT ROYAL
The royal warehouse, built when
Belgium’s industrial development
was at its height

THE CINEMA | MAISON DE LA POSTE
Original architectural details and a cosy
atmosphere in this spacious loft

OFF CAMERA
Space at Tour & Taxis is far from cramped –
control room, power pumps, dressing rooms
and makeup, storage space, and on-site
catering – everything is at hand to provide you
with an ultra-performant work space.

THE PARK AND PONDS
The Tour & Taxis site was
once the largest railway
station in Europe

PRODUITS DANGEREUX
Former warehouse that stored
dangerous products such
as ammunition and
explosive materials

OTHER FILMING
AT TOUR & TAXIS

Plan International | Maison de la Poste

Adil El Arbi | Tour & Taxis

RODE DJ Livestream | Gare Maritime

2020

2020

2020

Offrir un avenir meilleur aux enfants

Tour & Taxis becomes Adil’s new home

Somewhere on earth & redeep

Telenet Yugo | Caves

Trends Tendances | Caves

ATTARI | Rooftop

2020

2020

2020

Doe uw ding

“Change the game”, PermaFungi

Party with Brussels

ACTION! YOUR SHOOT AT TOUR & TAXIS IN BRUSSELS

Are you planning a news story, a feature film, or a photo
shoot in Brussels? Tour & Taxis welcome your enquiries
about making shorts or feature films, and commercials,
as well as videos (news reports, documentaries, institutional
films), photo shoots, and similar projects.

PRACTICAL AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
The Tour & Taxis freight and customs warehouses, built in the late 19th
and early 20th centuries, have been given a new look. These buildings
are wonderful examples of art nouveau and art deco industrial
architecture. This vast area is a major sustainable urbanisation project
in the heart of Brussels. The site offers top-end spaces, each endowed
with its own particular atmosphere. It is a heritage locale that will
benefit many future generations.

ONLINE FORM

• A completely renovated site steeped in history
• A pedestrian zone covering 111 acres
• Multiple outdoor and indoor spaces
• Centrally located
• Easy access
• Parking with over 1000 places
• Accessible to all
• Responsible and sustainable development policy
• Hygiene measures and COVID-19 safety protocols
• Cloakrooms and many meeting spaces
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INTERIOR SPACES
The Sheds

Produits Dangereux

17,500 m²

160 m²

Unique in the world – a masterpiece of civil engineering

Former warehouse used for storing dangerous

and technical know-how with its glass roof and self-

products such as ammunition and explosive materials.

supporting metal framework.
Gare Maritime

Hôtel des Douanes

48,000 m²

2,700 m²

Built in 1902, the vast area of this former freight station

This unique, purpose-built, former customs house

has been faithfully restored.

received company representatives who came to
complete customs formalities.

Maison de la Poste

Cinema

15 rooms occupy three floors ranging in size from 20

198 m²

to 800 m2 including a kitchen, cinema, and terraces.

Cosy atmosphere and very comfortable, the loft space

The spaces have been redefined by renowned designers.

in the Maison de la Poste features original architectural
details as well as every technical facility.

Entrepôt Royal

Salle des Guichets

42,000 m²

800 m²

At the end of the 19th century Belgium’s industrial

The former ticket hall with its breathtaking volumes,

development was at its height and necessitated this

an unusually high ceiling, and 19th century atmosphere

imposing warehouse used for long-term storage.

offers incredibly adaptable spaces.

EXTERIOR SPACES AND THE CELLARS
Place de la Musique

Parkings

2,500 m²

5,000 m²

Place de la musique, a concourse surrounded

A parking lot? Yes, but this is no ordinary parking

by the Sheds, the Entrepôt Royal and other more

lot and has often provided a very effective setting

contemporary buildings.

for a shoot. Tempted?

Quai aux Poissons

Allées (Alleys)

The former unloading dock is a banana-shaped structure

160 m x 14 m (pour la principale)

with a roof of natural zinc.

Mostly still cobbled, the alleys immerse us in an urban
historical atmosphere . . . or in whatever atmosphere
you wish to create.

Quais

Rooftop

220 m x 4 m

196 m²

A real curiosity, the long perspective of the quays is

With its unobstructed view of the site, the canal,

enhanced by its backdrop of industrial architecture.

factory chimneys, and the city, the rooftop cannot fail
to inspire you.

Caves (Cellars)

The park and ponds

20,000 m²

10 acres

A surprising life underground: there is great potential

Nature, fresh air, and greenery in a post-industrial

in these rough and ready, particularly extensive cellars.

environment – it is extraordinary, but it exists and
only here!

1. Sheds
2. Gare Maritime
3. Maison de la Poste
4. Entrepôt Royal
5. Produits Dangereux
6. Hôtel des Douanes
7. Cinema
8. Salle des Guichets
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9. Place de la Musique
10. Quai aux Poissons
11. Quais
12. Cellars
13. Parkings
14. Alleys
15. Rooftop
16. Park and ponds

CONTACTS :
Press & Communications manager
Sandrine Jacobs
sandrine.jacobs@extensa.eu
Filming information
Jean Vandamme
jean.vandamme@tour-taxis.com
Please complete this online
enquiry form
Tour & Taxis
Avenue du Port/Havenlaan 86c
B-1000 Bruxelles
+32(0)2 420.60.69

Every film or photo shoot (including those for business, private, or educational purposes) are subject
to prior authorisation. Professional news stories are subject to an indemnity fee.

